Gravel and Ground Stabilization with EarthLock Jobsite Geogrid

When the ground gets wet, roads, farm yards, gateways, driveways, workyards, and livestock holding areas can become impassable. To get out of the mud, you can add more gravel, but it’s only a temporary solution. So frequent regraveling is often your only option. It’s a regular chore and an expense you can do without. EarthLock has the solution to cut your regraveling costs and keep you out of the mud. Just use crushed stone over EarthLock™ Jobsite Geogrid.

What is EarthLock™ Jobsite Geogrid?
A high strength polymer grid material.

How does it work?
The geogrid literally acts like a snow shoe to support the weight of farm traffic and spread the load out over the ground beneath it. It locks up gravel and other granular surfacing materials and holds them firmly in place so they are less likely to be pushed off the road or disappear into the mud. Ruts are reduced or eliminated.

What problems does it solve?
EarthLock geogrid properly placed under rock brings stability to soft spots so you can move equipment in and out of the fields and dramatically reduce the frequency of regraveling. It even works in places where repeated graveling has failed over quagmires where you never thought gravel or stone would work.

How durable is it?
Test in installations have proven that crushed rock surfaces stabilized with EarthLock geogrid hold up in all kinds of weather, delivering years of maintenance free use. Crushed rock stabilized with EarthLock geogrid supports repeated loads from trucks, cars, equipment or livestock. The geogrid is also 100% UV resistant, will not rust, leach or degrade in direct sunlight.

Where do I use it on my farm or ranch?
Use EarthLock Jobsite geogrid under roadways, driveways, entrance ways, work yards, and livestock yards to keep them firm and passable year round regardless of how wet the ground is.

INSTALLATION
» Quick and simple, requiring no specialized equipment
» Easy to cut and handle in the field
» Simple to navigate around obstacles such as fire hydrants or other immovable protrusions
» Geogrid will cut “clean” and will not unravel

Ready to order your roll of EarthLock Jobsite Geogrid for your next project?
Available for order online at EarthLock.net